eStatements Features and Benefits
As a standalone service, eStatements can either be
integrated into our advanced payment solutions or
used alongside your existing payment processing
service. We’ll help you keep track of who’s opted in
to get eStatements and who wants to receive paper
statements so that your patients can get their
invoices in their preferred format. Your patients will
receive the eStatement via email and simply click
through a link to pay their bills online. Not only is this
more convenient for your patients, but you’ll also get
paid faster and improve your cash flow.

INCREASE COLLECTIONS
By facilitating the invoicing
process with our eStatement
service, you can make it easy
for patients to pay their bills,
thus shortening your billing
cycles and improving
collection rates.

IMPRESS CUSTOMERS

We take care of the entire billing process for you—from statement design to payment tracking—
so you don’t have to worry about the administrative work and associated costs.

71% of consumers want to pay
all their healthcare bills in one
place, while 65% would
consider switching healthcare

Why Use Our eStatement Service?
•

Eliminate cumbersome paperwork that could easily

providers for a better

get lost in the clutter so that patients will pay their

healthcare payment

bills on time.

experience.

ENSURE SECURITY
As healthcare databreaches
continue to devistate the
industry, consider outsoucing

•
•
•

your printing and mailing
needs to a HITRUST Certified

•

receivables so you can improve your cash flow.

eStatements Integreate With:

Get up and running in no time with our easy setup

Paper Statements

and upload process.

Branded Patient Portals

Project a professional image with our patient-

Mobile Payments

friendly statement design.

Other MMS Payment Systems

Integrate our service with your existing systems for

Outside Payment Systems

seamless data transfer to eliminate delays and

vendor to ensure your patients’

errors.

sensitive information is
protected!

Shorten payment cycles and reduce time in account

•

Consolidate billing from different providers in your
facility, allowing patients can settle all their
payments in one place.

•

Eliminate printing and mailing expenses associated
with paper statements.

•

Process payment securely and adhere to the
highest industry standards using our HIPAA
compliant and HITRUST certified platform.

165 Caprice Ct, Castle Rock,
CO 80109
(866) 943-7287
info@mailmystatements.com

